IN MEMORIAM CAN ABANAZIR

Possible Contributions, in English or Turkish, are (but not limited to) the following:

Poems, Essays, Short Stories, Play Reviews, Plays, Caricatures, Animations, Music, Make-Up, Jokes, Riddles, Posters

on

Mary Shelley’s Frankenstein

200th Anniversary

WHO can contribute?  All graduate and undergraduate students

WHEN can one submit?  Submission deadline: 14.03.2018

HOW can one contribute?  E-mail your contribution (Poems, Essays, Short Stories, Play Reviews, Plays, Caricatures, Animations, Music, Make-Up, Jokes, Riddles, Posters) to Prof. Dr. Huriye Reis, Assist. Prof. Dr. Pınar Taşdelen, and Res. Asst. Dr. Merve Sarı: huriye@hacettepe.edu.tr, pinart@hacettepe.edu.tr, merve@hacettepe.edu.tr. Please make sure your e-mail text contains name-surname, graduate institution, current study level, and contact information. As contributions will be blind-reviewed, author’s names should not appear on the contribution.

For further details, please visit our Department’s webpage.